GENOMICS
Reading tangled RNA sequences RNA transcripts can be sequenced from biological samples, but making sense of those that fail to map exactly to a reference genome is tough. Eric Rivals at the University of Montpellier, France, and his team have written a program called CRAC that can identify tricky transcripts as experimental errors, chromosome rearrangements, small mutations or modifications to messenger RNA. The software simultaneously matches discrete portions of sequenced RNA to locations in the genome and counts up how often unique portions are sequenced -a strategy that combines several computational steps. Although CRAC requires more memory than some similar software, it is more sensitive and precise than other tools for classifying RNA transcripts, the authors say.
Genome Biol. 14, R30 (2013) follicle as feathers grow. Variations in the timing of cell development and positioning of the progenitor cells create distinct designs. Stripes are painted when pigmented cells form in synchronized pulses, and spotted feathers (pictured) result from signals that switch pigment synthesis on and off in adjacent, differentiating cells. These subtle modulations allow complex feather patterns to arise during birds' lives and to evolve over time.
